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Experience
Having owned my own studio, and worked for many others, I have first hand knowledge of the day to day operations 

and challenges that arise in a studio environment.  And working as a software trainer (Creative) for Apple, Inc for the past 

3 years has given me the opportunity to become an expert in all things Apple, both hardware and software.  It’s also 

provided a wealth of experience in teaching and training people to become very efficient on the Mac platform, and 

allowed me to find solutions for a wide variety of challenges.  Fusing digital imaging and Apple are what I’m best at, and I 

have a lot to offer a young studio photography company.  In the following pages, I’ll work to outline some of what I can 

bring to the table.

Film to Digital Transition
Like many photographers who’ve been shooting for several years, I started out with film.  With the industry transitioning 

to digital capture, I had to learn the new technology.  I’ve spent many hours studying methods and theories regarding 

digital capture, workflow, post production, color management, digital printing, efficient file structuring, folder hierarchy 

structure, image archiving and back up strategies and solutions, and finally digital asset management.  There’s a lot of 

details that need to be addressed in the digital imaging business, and I continue to work hard to be well versed and stay 

sharp on new technologies and trends.

Transitioning from film to a digital workflow can be difficult and time consuming.  My knowledge and experience can help 

provide a smooth transition that allows the studio to continue to run efficiently.
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Photo Gear & Experience
Digital cameras and studio lighting are second nature to me.  I understand the intricacies of lighting and have worked 

with veteran photographers to produce very high end photography.  From portrait to commercial catalog work, I’ve lit it, 

shot it, processed it, and delivered it.

I’ve worked along side fellow photographers, under the supervision of creative directors, and managed set assistants 

and digital techs.  I’ve collaborated with salon owners and stylists, as well as make up artists.

Proficient with the following gear:
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Cameras

Hasselblad

Phase One 39MP Digital Back

Canon 5D Mark II

Canon 5D

Nikon DSLRs

FujiFilm S3 Pro

Nikon F5

Nikon N2000

Canon AE-1 Program

Lighting

Profoto

Broncolor

Alien B

Norman

White Lightning

Speedotron

Modifiers

Softboxes

Umbrellas

Grids

Snoots

Beauty Dish

Scrims

Mirrors

Reflectors (white, silver, gold, black)

Foil

Gels

Misc.

Pocket Wizards

Seamless Paper

Vinyl

Muslin

Cyc Wall

Cove



Apple
My expertise in Apple hardware and software, with an emphasis on creative solutions for photography and design, will be 

a valuable asset to the company.  Not only do I have experience using nearly every Apple product available, but I’ve been 

training other people to use them for 4 years.  My goal when training someone is to listen to the challenge and 

communicate the most effective solution, then teach each individual to be self-sufficient rather than dependent, thus 

providing the company with productive, efficient employees.

I’ve spent the last 6 years applying creative solutions in workflow and operations using Apple hardware and software.

Expert in the following gear:

Hardware

All Apple computers (both desktop and 

notebook systems)

Airport Extreme

Airport Express

Apple TV

Time Capsule

iPod  |  Apple certified for hardware repair

iPad  |  Apple certified for hardware repair

iPhone  |  Apple certified for hardware repair
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Apple Software  |  Expert in and trainer of each application

Mac OS X

iLife  |  iPhoto, iMovie, iDVD, Garageband, 

iWeb

Aperture  |  Apple Certified Pro

Finder

Dashboard

Safari

iTunes

QuickTime

iChat

Mail

Address Book

iCal

Preview

iWork  |  Pages, Numbers, Keynote

Disk Utility

Console

Activity Monitor

Automator

Font Book

Front Row

Image Capture

TextEdit

Airport Utility

Keychain Access

Migration Assistant

Network Utility

System Preferences

System Profiler

Time Machine

Mobile Me

iDisk
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Third Party Software
I’m well versed in many third party apps for the Mac platform that can be very beneficial for a photography studio.  These 

apps primarily aid in the day to day operations of a studio.  Be it digital workflow, digital asset management, image 

editing, billing and invoicing, client management, web design, graphic design, or point of sale software, I am 

knowledgeable and efficient.
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Image Editing

Adobe Photoshop

Aperture

Capture One Pro

Silver Efex Pro

Color Efex Pro

Sharpener Pro

Noise Ninja

Border FX

Digital Asset Management

Aperture

Capture One Pro

Photo Mechanic

Billing & Invoicing

Billings  |  Mac + iPhone App

Pages

Client Management

Microsoft Office

Daylite

Bento

Tavé  |  web-based

Evernote

Things

Skype

Web Design

Rapid Weaver

Blu Domain

Squarespace

Wordpress

Blogger

Tumblr

Posterous



E-Commerce

Zenfolio

Blu Domain

Image Quix

Photoshelter

Archive & Back Up

Carbon Copy Cloner  |  local hard drive

SuperDuper  |  local hard drive

Mozy  |  web-based

Carbonite  |  web-based

Online Network Storage  |  web-based

Network Drive  |  local server

RAID

Graphic Design

Adobe Illustrator

Pixelmator

Social Networking

Twitter

Facebook  |  Vanity URLs

MySpace

Google +
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